
Oblates of Downside Abbey 

Meeting 1st September 2018 

 

Returning from their summer activities, the oblates met on a fine early autumn day of great 

significance for the monastery and wider Downside community. Our meeting started with 

prayer led by our Oblate Master, Dom Alexander. September is the month for renewal of 

Oblate vows at Downside – stability, obedience and conversion. This was done and 

followed by a prospective Oblate making his promises to be kept during the probationary 

year. Dom Alexander followed with a briefing on the activities of the Community since we 

last met. The report of the UK Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse had been 

critical of Downside and Ampleforth, and the Pennsylvania Grand Jury report into sexual 

abuse in six Catholic dioceses in the State of Pennsylvania had left Catholics in the USA sad 

and angry.  

 

The monastic community is now in a phase of transition: a new Prior Administrator has 

been appointed and monks from other monasteries in the English Benedictine Congregation 

will assist in bringing about that transition. 

One imperative will be to establish separate governance arrangements for monastery and 

school. Input from the oblates may be sought. It was a frank discourse and his answers to 

oblates’ questions were equally open. Dom Alexander turned to the Offices of Abbot and 

Prior. He reminded us of their different roles: the Abbot’s is one of pastoral oversight for a 

monastic family. He is accountable to God for his actions. St Benedict charges him to be a 

leader with high standards but reminds him that bruising the reeds of struggling brethren is 

not likely to bring renewal. These are different responsibilities to those of the Prior who is 

an administrator, accountable to the Abbot for the efficient running of the monastic 

organisation. 

 

The meeting closed with the news that Dom Alexander will be taking a sabbatical for the 

rest of the year and by our saying the Pater Noster together. He then left to attend a 

Community chapter meeting. We proceeded to the Abbey Church for the conventual Mass 

celebrated by Abbot Christopher Jamison OSB, President of the English Benedictine 

Congregation. In his homily he referred to the process of bringing about change. First, we 

need to know and understand the status quo. Only then can we identify our destiny and the 

means of arriving at it. That was the task facing the Downside Community and its new Prior 

Administrator Dom Nicholas Wetz, former Prior of Belmont Abbey. 

 

The Mass was followed by a delicious buffet luncheon in the Visitor Centre. We 

remembered that 1st September 2018 is the ninth anniversary of the death of Dom 

Laurence Kelly OSB, our former Oblate Master: we walked to the cemetery, where Fr 

Duncan Ferguson led us in prayers of thanks for Dom Laurence’s Mastership and for the 

repose of his soul. Whilst there we saw the graves of many other monks with whom we had 

been acquainted and included them in our prayer, asking them also to pray for their 

Community at a critical stage in its life. We then dispersed: well briefed, full of thought and 

hope. 
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